A holistic solution requires real-time insights and recommendations for maximizing return on DEX investment, streamlining issue remediation, and enhancing DEX effectiveness.

Top challenges of DEX management:

- 70% high costs
- 67% root cause analysis
- 61% procurement

DEX management involves multiple technologies and partners.

Maximizing your DEX investment drives productivity, retention, and revenue.

As the strategic importance of delivering a strong digital employee experience has increased so has the focus on DEX and the percentage of annual budgets allocated to it.

Enhance hybrid work with a comprehensive DEX solution.

Managing and empowering an anywhere workforce compounds challenges for technology leaders.

When it comes to the highest-rated concerns with DEX, cost, root cause analysis, and issue remediation rise above the rest. Organizations face the challenge of translating DEX investments into tangible business outcomes, often because in insufficient data.
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